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HONDA MIIMO HRM 70
DOMOTIC LAWNMOWER 

        

   

Product price:  

977,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

HONDA MIIMO HRM70 DOMOTIC LAWNMOWER 

HONDA MIIMO HRM70 is a robotic home automation lawnmower fully programmable via
Smartphone thanks to its dedicated App for both Ios and Android systems. 

HONDA MIIMO HRM70 is an intelligent robotic lawnmower, perfect for mowing even the smallest
lawns, with high performance, extremely easy to configure.

The HONDA Miimo HRM70 home automation lawnmower features a simple 4-step setup process
that will map out the layout of your yard, calculating its size and creating a schedule that fits the
specific situation. The HONDA Miimo HRM70 will return to base in time to recharge, then pick up
where it left off.

With the Position & Cut function, the HONDA Miimo HRM70 robotic lawnmower can cut precise
areas, such as under garden furniture. All you have to do is manually activate it, place it on the
lawn and the lawnmower will do the rest, cutting grass in square areas of 2m or 3m sides.

This little robot boasts an IPX4 waterproof weatherproof certification and can handle most
weather conditions without a problem.

The HONDA Miimo HRM70 home automation lawnmower is fully autonomous and can mow
lawns up to 700 m² without any assistance, the perfect synthesis of innovative and intelligent
technologies that cancel out the effort required to maintain a perfect lawn at all times.

FUNCTIONS DOMOTIC 

Through Amazon Alexa, the HONDA Miimo HRM70 robotic lawnmower can receive voice
commands, alert you to its current status and next scheduled mowing, making it easier to achieve
the goal of a perfectly manicured lawn.
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Thanks to the Smart Timer, the HONDA Miimo HRM70 robotic lawnmower can choose the best
times to cut the grass based on real-time weather information, thus avoiding cutting the lawn
during heavy rain. It can also recognize rapid grass growth during a hot spell and will
automatically start mowing.

The dedicated app, with a simple and intuitive interface, allows you to quickly communicate with
your HONDA Miimo HRM70. You can review and control the HONDA Miimo's cutting program
and make any adjustments from anywhere.

TECHNICAL FEATURES HONDA MIIMO HRM70

Working area size: up to 700 m²
Maximum shaving area tilt: 15° / 27%
Maximum wire tilt on sloping areas: 9° / 15%
Guaranteed noise level: 63 dB(A)
Blade type: 3 (Pivoting blades)
Cutting width: 190 mm
Cutting height adjustment: Manual from 30 to 50 mm
Battery type: Lithium-ion 18 V / 2. 5 Ah
Life per charge: 75 min
Recharge time: 60 min
Water resistance: IPX4
Smartphone application: Android and iOS
Positioning of charging station: Parallel to perimeter cable or at an angle
Perimeter wire and hooks included: 175 m / 240 pegs
Length: 445 mm
Width: 364 mm
Height: 202 mm
Weight 7.6 kg

Are you looking for a robotic lawnmower with different technical characteristics? Here you can
find the area dedicated to lawnmowers HONDA or other specialized brands.

Images and technical data not binding.

  

Product features:  

Protection degree: IPX4 Waterproof
Acoustic pressure: 63 dB(A)
Length (mm): 445
Width (mm): 364
Height (mm): 202
Product type: Lawnmower
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Engine manufacturer: Honda
Weight (Kg): 7.6
Amplitude of work area: up to 700 m²
Maximum inclination of shaving area: 15° / 27%
Maximum wire inclination on sloping areas: 9° / 15%
Blade type: 3 (Pivoting blades)
Cutting width (mm): 190
Cutting height adjustment: Manual from 30 to 50 mm
Autonomy for each recharge: 75 min
Recharge times: 60 min
Smartphone application: Android e iOS
Positioning the charging station: Parallel to perimeter or corner cable
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